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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) has a global support model and would like to open up a text message channel to support
maintenance supervisors in countries around the world. UC also wants to leverage messaging to market to its business
partners, and be able to track open and click-through rates just like it does with email campaigns. 

What should a Solution Architect recommend to UC? 

A. Utilize Service Cloud and LiveMessage. 

B. Utilize Service Cloud Email to Text Message. 

C. Embed third-party messenger tools. 

D. Utilize Marketing Cloud and MobileConnect. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (UC) wants to add and integrate Marketing Cloud Account Engagement after a recent acquisition.
The integration into the global architecture will be as follows: 

1. Marketing Cloud Account Engagement will be used for lead nurturing with Engagement Studio. 

2. Marketing Cloud Account Engagement forms will be set up in a website. 

3. Sales Cloud will manage leads created by Marketing Cloud Account Engagement. 

UC wants to facilitate adoption by giving sales representatives and marketers enough time to learn about new features
on a training platform. 

Which approach should a Solution Architect recommend in order to set up an environment in which users can test the
functionalities from end to end? 

A. Create a new Marketing Cloud Account Engagement business unit, recreate the configuration, and link it to a full
copy Sales Cloud sandbox. 

B. Create a new Marketing Cloud Account Engagement business unit, recreate the configuration, and link it to the
production Sales Cloud org. 

C. Create a new Marketing Cloud Account Engagement business unit, synchronize the production unit and the training
unit, and link it to a full copy Sales Cloud sandbox. 

D. Create Marketing Cloud Account Engagement training environments, synchronize the environments, and link it to a
full copy Sales Cloud sandbox. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

A team at Universal Containers (UC) is currently working on an initial release of Service Cloud. However, UC\\'s
management team is very enthusiastic about new features of the platform and wants to go to market with the new
Service Cloud solution as soon as possible. The current objective of their initial Service Cloud release is mostly about
managing their case workload and case assignment processes. A Solution Architect is called into a management
meeting and asked when UC can go live with automated chatbots, Einstein case classification, and CRM Analytics for
data insights. 

How should a Solution Architect respond to the management team considering their request for these new
capabilities\\'? 

A. Agree with the management team to postpone the go-live and increase the scope to include the desired features. 

B. Explain to the management team that these features are still evolving and that it is best to wait a few releases so that
they are stable before starting to use them in production. 

C. Explain the long-term vision and roadmap, and then propose a logical phasing in which the planned minimum viable
product (MVP) is the first step on the journey that will eventually include the desired features. 

D. Agree that the new features are crucial to the success of the initiative and swap parts of the current scope for the
most innovative feature. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) is about to complete the first phase of its digital transformation with its new Lead to Invoice
process that incorporates several clouds like Sales Cloud, Service Cloud, Revenue Cloud, Experience Cloud, and
MuleSoft. UC is now creating a Center of Excellence and focusing on a purely Agile methodology for working on new
releases. UC wants to understand some of the considerations around release planning. 

What are two recommendations a Solution Architect should make to ensure UC\\'s releases to production work within its
release schedule and there are no delays in future releases? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Fix the scope of the sprint during release planning regardless of how long it takes. 

B. Create a regular sprint cadence across the different teams to demonstrate new functionality. 

C. Use the last sprint of the release to stabilize it and eliminate identified issues. 

D. Utilize the last sprint to include functionality that was missed from previous sprints. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) is about to undergo its first release of its digital transformation initiative across clouds like
Sales Cloud, B2B Commerce, Marketing Cloud Account Engagement, Experience Cloud, and MuleSoft. UC recently
developed its Center of Excellence (CoE) model and is working on how to make sure its developers and administrators
can go through a continuous release cycle. The product owner would like to make sure no work is overridden in
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sandboxes or production. 

What is the first thing a Solution Architect should recommend within UC\\'s DevOps setup? 

A. Make sure the developers all have access to the CLI so that they can package and push their changes to the next
environment. 

B. Appoint a release manager who will keep track of all changes made and which changes have been deployed to the
QA, SIT, and UAT environments as part of the sprint. 

C. Appoint a release manager who will set up the required environments and automated deployments in tandem with a
source control based development process. 

D. Set up a source control based development process that\\'s understood and followed by administrators and
developers. 

Correct Answer: D 
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